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www.ucl.ac.uk/graduate/
Developmental Neuroscience and Psychopathology MRes

This unique two-year international programme is offered in collaboration with Yale University. There is a focus on developmental psychopathology drawing on multidisciplinary perspectives, with a specific emphasis on neuroscience. Students spend year one in London, primarily based at the Anna Freud National Centre for Children and Families and year two at Yale.

Degree summary

The programme provides students with an excellent foundation in developmental psychopathology and neuroscience, with a focus on: The emergence of childhood clinical disorders (e.g. autism, depression and PTSD) Multiple theoretical frameworks of disorder Research practice, including science communication The translational issues around research and psychological treatments

// Students acquire excellent research skills in statistical analysis and a grounding in neuroimaging methods, including fMRI and EEG, and expertise in critical evaluation of research. The programme is based at the Anna Freud National Centre for Children and Families in London, a world-renowned centre for research, training and clinical practice in the field of child mental health.

// UCL Psychology & Language Sciences undertakes world-leading research and teaching in mind, behaviour, and language. The division has excellent links with other universities including Yale, providing unique research and networking opportunities for postgraduate students. Our work attracts staff and students from around the world. Together they create an outstanding and vibrant environment, taking advantage of cutting-edge resources, including state-of-the art neuroimaging equipment.

// The division offers an extremely supportive environment with opportunities to attend numerous specialist seminars, workshops, and guest lectures. You can view video testimonials from previous students on The Anna Freud National Centre for Children and Families webpage.

The programme comprises lectures, research classes, tutorials, small-group seminars, and computer-based practical classes. Assessment is predominantly through essays, statistical assignments, a piece of science communication and unseen examinations. In the second year assessment will be based on the research portfolio - comprising an oral presentation, written research proposal, the dissertation and a poster. Further information on modules and degree structure is available on the department website.

Degree structure

Mode: Full-time: 2 years
Location: London, Kings Cross (Anna Freud National Centre for Children and Families) and Yale University (USA)

This two-year MRes has a total value of 330 credits. 135 credits of taught modules are taken in the first year and in the second year, the research portfolio, comprising an oral presentation, proposal, dissertation and research poster, comprises a total of 195 credits.

Please note that the list of modules given here is indicative. This information is published a long time in advance of enrolment and module content and availability is subject to change.

YEAR ONE COMPULSORY MODULES
- Psychoanalytic Thought: An Introduction to the Clinical Theory of Psychoanalysis
- Psychoanalytic Thought: Developments and Applications
- Research Methods I: Research Skills
- Research Methods II: Introduction to Statistical Analysis
- Research Methods III: Evaluating Research Literature (formative)
- Introduction to Neuroscience Methods
- Affective Neuroscience
- Multiple Perspectives on Development and Psychopathology I

YEAR TWO COMPULSORY MODULES
- Series of formative workshops (e.g. fMRI; EEG; Advanced Research Design; Integrating Cross-disciplinary Models)
- Research Portfolio (see below)

DISSERTATION/RESEARCH PROJECT
- The research portfolio comprises a project presentation – made up of an oral presentation, slides and a written proposal, a written dissertation and a research poster. All students undertake a research project supervised by a faculty member while at Yale, completing a dissertation of 15,000–17,000 words.
Your career

Typically our students are interested in pursuing a research or clinical career. Of students who graduated within the last two years, 20% are now enrolled on PhD programmes; 40% are employed as research associates, 20% are undertaking further training and the remaining 20% are undertaking clinical work.

Employability

The two-year structure allows students to not only develop in-depth theoretical knowledge and research skills but also provides the opportunity to undertake a substantial piece of research under the mentorship of a leading Yale academic and their research lab. A grounding in quantitative analysis and fMRI/EEG skills combined with a focus on clinical disorders during childhood make students particularly attractive as prospective PhD candidates and doctoral Clinical Psychology applicants. Students are encouraged to publish their research where possible.

Some students seek voluntary clinically relevant experience across both years, which is particularly helpful for those considering applications to Clinical Psychology doctoral programmes.
Entry requirements
A minimum of an upper second-class Bachelor’s degree from a UK university or an overseas qualification of an equivalent standard.

English language proficiency level
If your education has not been conducted in the English language, you will be expected to demonstrate evidence of an adequate level of English proficiency.
The level of English language proficiency for this programme is: Good.
Information about the evidence required, acceptable qualifications and test providers is provided at: www.ucl.ac.uk/graduate/english-requirements

Your application
Students are advised to apply as early as possible due to competition for places. Those applying for scholarship funding (particularly overseas applicants) should take note of application deadlines.

We are looking for applicants who demonstrate:

- an excellent and relevant academic track-record
- relevant research experience
- a clear rationale why you want to study Developmental Neuroscience and Psychopathology at graduate level at UCL
- some consideration of where you would like to go professionally with your degree

Together with essential academic requirements, the personal statement is your opportunity to illustrate whether your reasons for applying to this programme match what the programme will deliver.

FEES AND FUNDING 2019/20 ENTRY
// UK: £9,860 (FT)
// EU: £9,860 (FT)
// Overseas: £25,150 (FT)

The tuition fees shown are for the year indicated above. Fees for subsequent years may increase or otherwise vary. Further information on fee status, fee increases and the fee schedule can be viewed on the UCL Students website.

Please note that this programme is not eligible for US Federal funding.

Full details of funding opportunities can be found on the UCL Scholarships website: www.ucl.ac.uk/scholarships

APPLICATION DEADLINE
All applicants: 25 February 2019
Details on how to apply are available on the website at: www.ucl.ac.uk/graduate/apply

CONTACT
Miss Danielle Berry, Programme Administrator
Email: dnp@annafreud.org
Telephone: +44 (0)20 7443 2337

EU referendum
For up-to-date information relating to specific key questions following the UK’s decision to leave the EU, please refer to www.ucl.ac.uk/brexit